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19 Mortlake Rd, Graceville

TIMELESS ARCHITECTURE.PRIME LOCATION.POTENTIAL PLUS.
This classic, architect designed home offers a uniquely outstanding lay out of
integration of indoors and outdoors whilst affording wonderful privacy and an
inviting, calm and lush environment.
The wide frontage has allowed the flexibility for a stunning long, wide entry pathway
that beckons past the paved , covered outdoor entertainment courtyard and on
beyond the water garden to the impressive, solid timber front door and tall glass
French doors offering glimpses of the stylish living on offer.
This home has with stood the test of time. Groundbreaking when new and with the
stylish upmarket renovation of both the kitchen, ensuite and bathroom it provides a
wonderful blank canvas to enhance with your own colour and personal style to travel
seamlessly through future generations.
The new kitchen is a chef's delight with its expansive Norwegian granite bench tops,
Ilve Stove with gas cooktop and grill plus wide, electric oven and a food disposal unit
that actually works like a dream. Soft close drawers, Miele dishwasher and great
pantry.
The large dining area open plan to the kitchen, living and outdoors could readily
accommodate as a combination room. The living room is large, very comfortable, with
smart, recessed cabinetry for a large television and decorative items. These large
rooms also offer a great flexibility of floorplan. Split level with low maintenance soft
hued,
earthy tiles expanding the spaces.
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is
accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its
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The main is generous in size with W.I.R and a

timeless, elegant ensuite. Exquisitely executed.
For these owners , the Noted Architect , created an immaculately detailed
Office/Library in the Third Bedroom.
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Price
Property Type
Property ID
Land Area

SOLD
residential
336
405 m2

Agent Details
Lesley Walsh - 0407 784 400
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Graceville
Suite 1A 399 Honour Avenue Graceville
QLD 4075 Australia
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